


 Cloud computing has emerged as a new computer model that aims to provide reliable, 

customized and dynamic information technology environments oriented towards a better 

quality of service and availability of infrastructure without much financial burden. 

 However, this advanced paradigm has immediately highlighted a serious security problem 

whose resolution is a real challenge. This challenge is explained by the importance of using 

services offered by cloud computing in distributed applications and by the interest to fully 

take advantage of their strengths

 . In this paper, we propose a novel intrusion detection system dedicated to the security of 

cloud computing resources and services. This system takes advantage from: (i) the intrusion 

detection system paradigm to implement an efficient security system; and (ii) the integration 

of human immune techniques, i.e. macrophage, B cells, T cells, and natural killer cells. The 

performed experiments show the high performance of our proposed system in terms of 

detection of novel attacks as well as of good detection rates and low false ones.



 memory and computing capabilities of computers and servers around the world

linked by a network, the Internet. Users are no longer the owners of their computer

servers.

 However, they can access in a scalable manner to a lot of online services without

having to manage the underlying infrastructure that is often complex.



 Cloud computing has emerged as a new computer model that aims to provide 

reliable, customized and dynamic information technology environments oriented 

towards a better quality of service and availability of infrastructure without much 

financial burden. 

 However, thisadvanced paradigm has immediately highlighted a serious security 

problem whose resolution is a real challenge.



 In this paper, we investigate another way of tackling the above mentioned

troubles within cloud computing security. Thus, we introduce a novel intrusion

detection system based on a human immune system for cloud computing services.

 It permits simulating the behaviour of a vulnerable cloud service and detecting the

captured attacks. The strength of our solution is the data analysis module that we

have integrated. In fact, to facilitate the analysis of data, an automatic analysis
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 Processor :Intel Pentium IV 1GHz 

 RAM :256MB (Min)

 Hard Drive :5GB free space

 Monitor :1024 * 768, High Color inch 

 Mouse :Scroll Mouse(Logitech)

 Keyboard :104 keys



 OS : Windows XP/7/8

 Front End : Visual Studio 2010/ netbeans 7.1

 Back End : SQL Server 2005/ heidisql 3.2

 Browser : Any Web Browser 



 In this work, we put forward a cloud-computing-based intrusion detection system

dedicated to attract some cloud service attacks and discover their characteristics. To avoid the

problems encountered when analyzing a great amount of data, we introduce an approach to

automatically analyze the data collected from the user’s received requests.

 The analysis technique is based on human immune system, and an immune memory. The goal

of these techniques is to characterize all types of attacks captured by our cloud-based IDS and

detect novel attacks.

 To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have done several tests in order to show the

performance and the strengths of our IDS. The experimentation has been also conducted to

classify and group the novel attacks of cloud computing services. In the near future, we will

use the opportunities offered by deep learning to acquire good knowledge of attack strategies.
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